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Signaling memory from cell shape
 
he shape of cells controls the speed and duration of signaling
and can maintain short-term signaling memory in cellular
subdomains, report Craske et al. on page 1147.
In response to stimulation, signaling molecules move through
cells to newly available binding sites at a rate consistent with random
diffusion. In round cells, such diffusible signals reach different re-
gions of the membrane at nearly the same time. To find out what hap-
pens in cells with complex morphologies, such as neurons that have
thick and thin branches and spines, Craske et al. employed confocal
video microscopy of YFP-labeled protein kinase C (PKC) movement
following glutamate stimulation.
PKC moved rapidly to the plasma membrane of the soma and thick
branches, but arrived at the membrane of thin branches and spines several
seconds later. Moreover, PKC remained in the membrane of thin branches
and spines well after it had retreated from the membrane around the soma.
T
Glutamate triggers translocation of PKC  (green) into spines. 
The postsynaptic marker PSD95 is in red.
 
Mathematical modeling indicated that diffusion could account for the pattern of PKC localization
when cell shape was taken into account. The bulk of the cytosol, and thus the majority of PKC, is in the cell
body before cell stimulation. Following stimulation, PKC movement was unimpeded in the soma and thick
branches, but the larger surface area to volume ratio of thin branches meant that there was not enough PKC
close by to fill the binding sites in the membrane. Thus, PKC continued to drift in from other parts of the cell
after binding in the membrane of the soma and thick branches was complete. In the case of the spines,
modeling showed that the narrow necks constrained PKC movement and slowed accumulation and dispersal.
The differential rate of accumulation of PKC means that some regions of the cell could remain semi-
active for five to ten seconds after signaling was complete in the soma. These cell regions would retain a
memory of recent signaling events and would be primed for subsequent ones. The team expects such
signaling memory will be found in other membrane-targeted proteins. 
 
Stabilizing the minus ends?
 
icrotubule-stabilizing proteins
are common at the growing
plus end of filaments, but
Barros et al. (page 1039) have evi-
dence that such proteins may work at
the minus end as well.
M
The phosphorylated version (light blue) of 
D-TACC (dark blue) helps focus microtubule 
nucleation at centrosomes.
 
Barros et al., and papers from Kino-
shita et al. on page 1047, and Peset et
al. on page 1057, aim to understand
what controls the shift from a radial
network of interphase microtubules to the
bipolar astral and spindle microtubules
(MTs) required for mitosis.
Previous studies showed that TACC
(transforming acidic coiled-coil) proteins
work with Msps, also called XMAP215,
to stabilize MTs during mitosis. The de-
tails of the interactions and mechanism
have been unclear.
The authors found that TACC binds
to Msps in a one-to-one ratio. The com-
plex had greater affinity for MTs than did
either protein alone and more effectively
blocked MT depolymerization.
With a mix of mutation analyses
and in vitro assays, the researchers
showed that Aurora A phosphorylates
TACC and that phospho-TACC is re-
stricted to the centrosome. In the absence
of phospho-TACC, spindle microtubules
were relatively normal but centrosomal
microtubules were shorter than normal
or entirely absent. Thus, each group
concluded that the phosphorylation of
TACC by Aurora A is a key factor in
shifting MT polymerization toward the
centrosome.
Peset et al. and Kinoshita et al.
hypothesize that phospho-TACC/
Msps works to stabilize nascent MTs
at the centrosome. For example, con-
centrating the phospho-TACC at the
minus end may somehow help load it
onto the filaments and subsequently
increase plus end stability.
Looking in fly embryos, however,
Barros et al. saw that phospho-TACC
concentrates just slightly away from the
centrosome where the minus ends of the
MTs reside, as well as in the centrosome
itself. Thus, they propose that phospho-
TACC, with its strictly limited local-
ization, actually works on the minus ends
themselves. 
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